
Activities for 3-year-olds 

Practical Life 

Spoon Transfer 

Take two empty bowls. Fill one with beans or cereal. Give the child a spoon to 

transfer the objects from one bowl to the other using the spoon. Increase difficulty 

by using small objects and smaller spoons 

 

Pouring 

Get two empty cups. Fill one halfway with water and pour it into the other. Increase 

difficulty by using one large jug to pour into cups of different sizes 

 

Chores 

Involve the child while doing laundry by making them responsible for matching 

their socks or identifying their own clothes.  

Your child can also help sort utensils when emptying the dishwasher and match 

containers with their lids. 

 

Language 

Reading 

Read a story. Discuss what happened in the beginning, middle, or end. 

 

Sensorial 

Geometric Solids 

Discuss what a cylinder is and try to find all the cylinders in your pantry or toy box. 

Other geometric solids include: sphere, rectangular prism and triangular prism 

 

Math 

 

Science 

Grow a Plant 

Soak 2 white paper towels and put it in a small jar or Ziploc bag and place a bean 

so that the bean is visible (make sure you don't drown the bean and just moisten 

it). Place the container near the window and watch the bean grow! 

 

Bird Watching 

Springtime brings out birds! Listen to them outside when going on a nature walk. 

Try to learn the names of the different birds—sparrows, robins, crows, hawks, 

eagles, black birds, mockingbirds, and others.  

 

Art 

Inside the Lines 

Draw a simple bird and color it in (inside the lines!), making sure that they are 

holding their pencil or paintbrush correctly. 

 



Gross Motor 

Yoga 

Sit with your legs ‘criss-cross’ and pretend you are smelling a flower—call it “flower-

power”. Try taking deep breaths and encourage child to take at least 10. 

 

Children, Children Quietly Sleeping  

The child pretends to be sleeping and when they “wake up”, they become a bird, a 

frog, a ladybug, a butterfly, a mountain, a dog, or a cat. Be creative! 

 

 

 

Activities for 4-year-olds 
Practical Life 

Tong Transfer 

Transfer any candy/small erasers/anything small using tongs. 

 

Language 

Reading 

Read a story and sequence the events. Who is the story about? What happened? 

When? Why? How? 

 

Sensorial 

 

Math 

Guess How Many 

In a jar, place between 10 to 30 objects. have your child estimate the number of 

objects and count it to find the actual number.  

 

Science 

Parts of a Plant 

Learn the names of the parts of the seedling from the following experiment: Soak 2 

white paper towels and put it in a small jar or Ziploc bag and place a bean so that 

the bean is visible (make sure you don't drown the bean and just moisten it). Place 

the container near the window and watch the bean grow! 

 

How Do Plants Grow? 

Discuss what plants need to grow. Further discuss why plants are important for the 

environment, like giving off oxygen for us to breathe. 

 

Vegetable Sorting 

Go through your fridge and find your vegetables. Identify them, and research 

whether they grow above or underground. 

 

Rainbow Experiment 



a. take 6 clear empty jars or glasses, 6 paper towels, and red, blue, and yellow 

food coloring. 

b. place the cups in a line.  

c. add 5-10 drops of red coloring in the first cup. 

d. add 5-10 drops of yellow coloring in the third cup. 

e. add 5-10 drops of blue coloring in the fifth cup. 

f. add half-cup of water to the 

glass with food coloring, 

leaving 3 cups empty 

g. fold each paper towel into 

strips and tuck them between 

the glasses like the picture 

below. 

h. the water from the colorful 

cups will quickly begin to 

absorb into the paper towels 

and slowly transfer into the 

empty cups, forming a water 

rainbow. 

 

 

Art 

Plant Art 

Make your own plant with a muffin liner, straw, and yarn. See 

picture  

 

Draw a Bird 

Child can draw a bird or maybe you can draw one and they can 

copy it, or you can guide them to draw one. Identify the parts of 

the birds.... head, eyes, beak, wings, legs, feet. Extension: draw a 

feather and let them cut on the line. You can make it challenging by 

asking them to fringe cutting the feather. They can make multiple 

feathers. 

 

 

Gross Motor 

Yoga 

Do Arbor pose and breathing in with “flower-power”. 

 

Simple Exercise 

Do simple stretching exercises like squats, touching your toes, and jumping jacks. 

 

 
 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Activities for 5-year-olds 

 

 

Practical Life 

Fine Motor 

Write 1-10 on popsicle sticks or plastic spoons. Give them enough small ponytail 

rubber bands so they can put 1 on the spoon with 1, 2 on the spoon with 2 and so 

on. You can make it challenging by telling them to make a double wrap with the 

same rubber band. 

 

Straw Transfer 

Take 2 empty bowls. Fill one half with water. Take a plastic straw and transfer the 

water from one bowl to the other. Please guide them that if they dip one end of the 

straw into the water and close the other tip with their pointer, the water stays 

inside the straw. See how many times they can do it in 5 minutes (make sure there 

is no spilling) 

 

 

Language 

 

Sensorial 

 

Math 

 

 

Science 

Bean Sprout 

Soak a few paper towels, put it in a small jar/Ziplock bag and place a bean at the 

side of the container so it is visible from outside (make sure the paper towels are 

just moist and not dripping wet. put this ensemble near the window. Have 3 

ensembles ready. Keep 1 by the window, 1 away from the sunlight and cover one 



with a brown bag and write/draw the difference of growth of all the three beans. 

Discuss what plants need to grow? What are the parts of the plant? 

 

Parts of a Plant 

Discuss the jobs of each part of the plant (for reference.... roots-absorb 

water/nutrients from the soil. Stem -anchors the plant and carries water, minerals 

and food throughout the plant. Leaves-absorb sunlight and carbon dioxide from 

the air and make food for plant. This is also called Photosynthesis! Flowers - hold 

the seeds for other flowers to grow! 

 

Art 

Bird’s Nest 

Make/draw your own bird. Color/paint it. Tear thin strips of newspaper or any 

recycling paper and make a small nest. Place the bird on the nest. Take a picture 

and send it to us. 

 

 

Gross Motor 

 

1. Save the seeds that come out of the fruits or vegetables that you eat and try 

to identify them. Maybe you can plant the dried seed in a small pot, and this 

will grow into a big healthy tree. That teaches them responsibility by taking 

care of the plant. 

2. Memory game: gather at least 5 items on a plate. Tell them to see those 

things carefully. Take one item when they close their eyes and play “guess 

what is missing” you can increase the number of items to make it 

challenging. 

3. Identify the different birds that come out in Spring. Discuss the life cycle of a 

birds, 1st the mother bird lays an egg, 2nd she sits on it for (usually) 2 

weeks, 3rd the egg hatches, 4th the mother bird feeds the hatchling worms, 

the bird becomes an adult bird. You can even get lucky in your neighborhood 

nature walks and find a nest and observe the beautiful process. 

4. Write a story about your beautiful bird. Keep in mind the simple 

punctuation.... periods at the end of each sentence, commas, 1 finger 

spacing between 2 words, capitalize when starting new sentence. Write at 

least 5 sentences. Take a picture and send it to us! 

5. Read a book and ask questions in the end...to increase their interest. They 

can write a book report...who are the characters, what is the setting, what 

happened in the beginning, what happened in the middle, how was the 

problem solved in the end. Guess what you just taught them how to write a 

book report! 

 

 

 



 

This activity can be done with all ages:  

1. Make a “quiet jar”. Take any jar or a container. Write these simple activities 

in thin strips of papers (you can use popsicle sticks if you have them 

available). Write these instructions and fold them and put them in the 

container/jar. Reach for them when you need some quiet time  

2. How many birds can you see in 5 minutes? 

3. Measure the room with a book. 

4. How many things rhyme with “cat”? 

5. Look out the window and draw anything you see. 

6. Sort a deck of cards by color. 

7. How many things in the house start with “s” (you can always change the 

sounds for variety)? 

8. Make a rainbow.... find something for each color. 

9. Create an animal out of LEGO. 

10.Find a rectangle. Count how many sides it has. Draw it or make it using 

sticks. 

11.Draw a picture of a flower or anything in your back yard. 

12.Find 5 oval things in the house. Grade them from biggest to smallest. 

13.Find a diamond/Rhombus. Draw it and make something else with that shape. 

14.Measure room with your foot. 

15.Do a puzzle. 

16.Play scribble art: draw a scribble and then turn it into an animal. 

17.Sort a deck of cards by number. 

18.Find a 5 squares and grade them smallest to biggest. 

19.Find a cylinder and a cube. 

20.Put a post-it on everything green you can find and then count them. 

(parents.. you can make it challenging by asking how many tens/units make 

that number? What number comes before/after). 

21.Find something that starts with ‘a’, ’b’, ’c’......’z’ 

Involve them in the daily chores like cooking(they love to chop or peel 

vegetables), or making a sandwich...they love to spread the mayo or peanut 

butter or jelly or they can pour their own milk or setting the table or unloading a 

dish washer. They love to be helpful. 

Have a simple routine/schedule like: 

Work time 

Play time 

Meal time 

Reading time. 

Having a simple routine will help with the transition easily. Enjoy your time 

together with your precious children. 

Some Free learning sites:-( I saw these while watching the news this morning. Do 

try 

1. TED ED 



2. BRAIN POP 

3. QUIZLET 

4.SCHOLASTIC LEARN AT HOME 

5. KHAN ACADEMY 

6. PBS LEARNING MEDIA  


